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having decided to return home the next day, kirito logged out to the log out menu and
gained a pot of lodestone. after spending his few rupees on the item, he logged in to
his pc to check out the newly added feature of the auto teleport ability in alo. he spent
three minutes in auto-teleporting, only to be greeted by nothing but snow. as he was
uninterested in snow, the swordsman sighed and decided to check out asuna's new
hair style and outfit, and then went to sleep. over the next three days, kirito met up
with leafa to talk about the quest, eating at an inn, and was concerned about her
gluttony when she came back from a trip to a butcher shop. kirito later noticed that
she ate a lot of food and gave her some of the food the paladin was holding, telling her
to not abuse it on the manhunt. leafa asked whether she could visit a certain baker in
the city, and kirito agreed. when she returned, kirito gave her another bunch of food,
asking her to treat her new body to some of the food. the quest to hunt down three
game thieves was also mentioned, as was the world tree quest. they then went back to
the player’s apartments, where kirito tested out the new feature of not being able to
use strength-based skills in other players' territories. he later decided to go to the
women's salon that leafa was taking her request to, and fell asleep while waiting for
her. the next day, he went to the salon and found that leafa had bought a new body of
herself, but it was also too expensive. as per leafa’s request, the boy asked his
experience in patching game systems to not only try fixing the game but also help her
with her budget. at his suggestion, leafa changed her gender from a boy to that of a
woman, which surprised kirito. he then changed his race to that of a woman and
applied to the same salon with her name and a female body. he then went to the next
salon to sell his old male body that he did not use. he then went to a shopping area in
the city with the money received and purchased a new body, but decided not to use it
yet. back home, he went to his home territory to use the new bewitching feature and
bewitched his male body to a female one, then decided not to use it. he then went to
the main city to gather information from the guilds about the thieves who were
wanted. once he was armed with the information he wanted, he rushed to the player’s
base to save his reputation from getting torn to shreds.
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